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Abstract
This paper describes speaker-independent speech recognition
experiments concerning acoustic front-end processing on a tele-
phone database that was recorded in various dialect regions in
China. In this paper, three different features based on human
voice production, perception and auditory systems have been
evaluated for Mandarin speech recognition. Experimental com-
parisons showed that auditory-filtered cepstral coefficients out-
performs the other type of features. When speech recognizers
are deployed in telephone services, they often encounter vari-
able acoustic mismatches which significantly deteriorate their
performance. Three different channel equalization techniques
have been explored in this study to decrease this mismatch,
hence improving the recognition accuracy. We present results
with various noise compensation methods based on hierarchical
cepstral mean subtaction and signal bias removal.

1. Introduction
In most state-of-the-art recognition systems, the speech signal
is usually modeled by a set of hidden Markov models (HMMs)
and the system performance deteriorates in mismatched training
and testing conditions [4]. Robust systems perform equally well
independent of the transmission channel characteristics, back-
ground noise, sound pick-up equipments, microphone response
or modeling inaccuracies. In general, the acoustic mismatch
can be reduced in several ways [5]. One way to reduce acous-
tic mismatches is to adjust speech features according to some
models of the differences [7]. Another technique is to inject a
fraction of the noise into the training data and retrain the system
[1].

In this paper, several acoustic feature sets and different
noise compensation methods have been evaluated based on
their robustness to channel distortion for Mandarin telephone
speech recogntion. Experimental comparisons using linear-
predictive (LPCC), mel-frequency (MFCC), and auditory-filter
(AFCC) based cepstral coefficients are given. The conver-
gence property of the MSE training is investigated, and Man-
drin connected-digit recognition results showed that the AFCC
yields about 42% and 22% string error rate reductions in com-
parison with LPCC and MFCC systems. Further, we exper-
iment with explicit channel compensation techniques such as
cepstral mean subtractions (CMS) and hierarchical signal bias
removal (HSBR). We demonstrate that the two-level CMS with
AFCC delivers an additional string error rate reduction of 24%,
13%, and 8% when compared to that of the baseline, HSBR,
and CMS systems.

2. Front-End Features
The structure of a typical continuous speech recognizer consists
of a frontend feature extraction followed by a statistical pattern
recognizer [6]. The feature vector, interface between these two,
should ideally contain all the information of the speech signal
relevant to subsequent classification and be insensitive to irrel-
evant variations due to changes in the acoustic environments
[11]. Currently, there are three major approaches to the feature
extraction based on modeling either human speech production
or perception or auditory systems [2, 8, 10]. In this paper, the
following three sets of acoustic features have been evaluated for
robust Mandarin speech recognition.

� Linear prediction (LP) analysis is widely used in speech
recognition for representing the short time spectral en-
velope information of speech. This analysis assumes the
speech signal to follow an all-pole model and the impor-
tance of this method lies in its relative speed of computa-
tion. Most speech recognizers have traditionally utilized
cepstral parameters derived from an LP analysis due to
the advantages that LP provides in terms of generating a
smooth spectrum, free of pitch harmonics, and its ability
to model spectral peaks reasonably well.

� Mel-based cepstral parameters, on the other hand, take
advantage of the perception properties of the human au-
ditory system by sampling the spectrum at mel-scale in-
tervals. A discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to
the 24 overlapped mel-spaced triangular filter-bank log-
energies and the first 12 cepstral coefficients are retained.

� An auditory feature extraction algorithm for robust
speech recognition in adverse acoustic environments has
recently been proposed based on the analysis of hu-
man auditory system [10]. It consists of 256-point FFT
that generates a spectrum of 128 values at 8 KHz sam-
pling rate. The magnitude spectrum is processed through
a outer-middle-ear transfer function followed by Bark
scale conversion. An auditory filter is then applied to
smooth out the speech spectrum as in the cochlea. In
the next step, the smoothed spectrum is passed through
a logarithm or cubic-root function to stimulate the non-
linearith associated with auditory nerve discharge rates.
Finally, a DCT is applied to convert the logarithmic spec-
trum to 12 cepstral coefficients.

The front-end processing for recognition is shown in Fig. 1.
The overall system is a block processing model in which a 10
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Figure 1: Block diagram of linear-predictive, Mel-frequency
and auditory-filter based cepstrum generators.

msec frame is processed and a vector of static features is com-
puted. Short-term energy by accumulating the power of the
blocked speech samples before Hamming window is used as
the energy term in all the features.

3. Noise Compensation Methods
It is well-known that a high-performance can not be maintained
when there is a serious mismatch between training and testing
conditions [4]. For telephone based speech recognition tasks,
undesirable signal components can come from various sources,
such as variations in telephone handsets, ambient noises and
channel distortions. The speech distortion usually appears as a
combination of various acoustic differences but the exact form
of the distortion is often unknown and difficult to model [5]. To
reduce these mismatches, some compensation is needed. This
is usually performed in the feature space by modifying the fea-
ture vector of the testing signal closer to the trained models.
In this paper, we investigate three different widely used noise
compensation methods for robust telephone speech recogntion,
namely, cepstral mean subtraction (CMS), two-level cepstral
mean subtraction (2LCMS), and hierarchical signal bias re-
moval (HSBR). All these methods improve the robustness of
speech recognition systems by minimizing the effect of channel
distortion on the measured signal input to the recognizer.

CMS is based on subtracting the long-term cepstral mean
from each utterance. This idea is now widely used to re-
move mismatches due to time-invariant linear channel effects
[3, 5, 7, 12]. In order to process the non-linear channel, a
2LCMS was proposed where separate channel compensation is
performed for segments that are classified as speech and for seg-
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Figure 2: Block diagram of noise compensated MSE training.

ments classified as background [3]. The 2LCMS technique is
implemented in several steps:

� Determine the maximum frame energy Emax and mini-
mum frame energy Emin for every utterence.

� Separating the frames of current utterance into two
classes: if Et < � � Emax + (1 � �)Emin, then the
frame t belongs to class-I (silence class), else to class-II
(speech class), where � is a constant determined by a fast
experiment. In all the following experiments, we tend to
choose the same � value (� is set to 0.2 in our current
study), for every database.

� The background and the speech cepstral mean vectors
are calculated for the whole uttereance.

� Finally the normalized cepstral features for each frame
are computed by subtracting them by their respective
cepstral means.

The HSBR method is a blind equalization scheme and it also
aims at reducing the acoustic mismatch between the training
and various testing conditions [4]. It incorporates the signal bias
removal approach with hierarchical clustering method where
the size of the codebook is dynamically expanded for signal bias
compensation. In other words, the data is hierarchically divided
into smaller clusters at each level after computing a separete
bias for each cluster in the previous level. Typically, the code-
book is generated from the clustering of all acoustic feature vec-
tors in the training set. In our experiments, the codebook used
in HSBR is generated from the mean vectors of the HMMs and
the maximum codebook size is set to 4. Noise compensation is
important not only for testing but also for training. In this work,
the above noise compensation procedure is integrated into MSE
training as illustrated in Fig. 2.

4. Mandarin Speech Database
The Mandarin connected-digit database contains speech of 125
speakers from broad range of accents and dialect regions within
Shanghai, China [12]. The data distribution of the training and
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Databases Training Strings Testing Strings
DB1 1145 220
DB2 413 76
DB3 406 78
DB4 412 74
DB5 402 70
DB6 517 91
DB7 515 91
DB8 609 116
DB9 414 74
DB10 395 78
DB11 405 72
DB12 398 68
DB16 609 107
Total 6640 1215

Table 1: Distributions of spoken digit strings among the training
and testing sets of the connected-digit database.

testing set is shown in Table 1. The Mandarin database con-
tains digits zero through nine and another pronunciation for one
(denoted as A). Usually, one would pronounce digit one as one
or A, but can’t utter both in one utterance. Thus for each digit
string, at most 10 different pronunciations will be uttered as il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. All recordings were made over a dialed-up
telephone line, using a standard telephone handset and the en-
vironment is divided into home, office, street and shop. Speech
was digitized at 8 KHz rate using a 16 bit A/D and stored in raw
PCM format. The data was then checked for correct word inputs
by listening to each recorded string. The training database con-
sists of digit string lengths range from 1 to 16 digits that were
spoken by 105 speakers (49 male and 56 female), each speaker
provided about 65 digit strings, for a total of 6640 valid strings.
The testing database has 20 speakers (10 male and 10 female),
each speaker provided about 65 digit strings, and only the valid
digit strings were selected for a total of 1215 strings. None
of the speakers in the testing database appeared in the training
databases.

5. Experimental Results
The recognizer feature set consists of 39 features that includes
the 12 cepstral coefficients, log-energies, their first and second
order derivatives [9]. The energy feature is batch normalized
during training and testing [2]. Each feature vector is passed
to the recognizer which models each word in the vocabulary
by a set of left-to-right continuous mixture density HMM us-
ing context-dependent head-body-tail models. In this study,
we model all possible inter-word coarticulation by ignoring the
tones, resulting in a total of 275 context-dependent sub-word
models. Each model is represented with 3 or 4 states, each hav-
ing multiples of 4 mixture components [1]. Silence is modeled
with a single state model having 32 mixture components. Train-
ing included updating all the parameters of the model, namely,
means, variances and mixture gains using maximum-likelihood
estimation (MLE) followed by six epochs of minimum string er-
ror (MSE) training to further refine the estimate of the parame-
ters [4]. The number of competing string models was set to four,
the step length was set to one and the length of the input digit
strings are assumed to be unknown during the model training
and a constrained unknown-length grammar as shown in Fig. 3
is used during testing. Each training utterance is noise compen-
sated prior to being used in training and testing [4]. Penalties
based on duration distributions are also applied to the likelihood
score.

Before we present the full set of experimental results, we
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Figure 3: State diagram for constrained-unknown-length (CUL)
grammar.
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Figure 4: Convergence characteristics of the MSE training pro-
cedure: solid-line is MFCC, dashed-line is LPCC and dotted
line is AFCC.
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first present the convergence characteristics of the MSE train-
ing. Fig. 4 shows the connected-digit string error rate of
the test set (top plot) and the average loss (bottom plot) of
the training set for three different recognizers as a function
of the training epoch number. The solid lines are associated
with MFCC-based HMM, the dotted lines with HMM gener-
ated using AFCC features, and the dashed lines with LPCC-
based models. We observed that the string error rate and av-
erage string loss both monotonically decrease with the training
epoch, with both measures reaching their respective asymptotic
values after six epochs of the MSE training. The average loss
decreases faster for the AFCC than for the MFCC and LPCC.
This indicates that the original objective set out for minimiz-
ing the string error via the MSE training is accomplished and
that the MSE training is more effective for the AFCC than the
LPCC and MFCC features. Several sets of experiments were

Type of MLE MSE
Features Wd Er St Er Wd Er St Er
LPCC 7.8% 34.6% 5.9% 27.3%
MFCC 5.4% 25.3% 4.3% 20.3%
AFCC 4.4% 20.2% 3.4% 15.9%

Table 2: Word error rate (Wd Er) and string error rate (St Er)
for an unknown-length connected-digit recognition task using
the conventioanl MLE and MSE training methods as a function
of feature type.

Type of MLE MSE
Features Wd Er St Er Wd Er St Er
Baseline 5.8% 25.6% 4.4% 19.2%
HSBR 5.1% 23.1% 3.6% 16.9%
CMS 4.4% 20.2% 3.4% 15.9%
2LCMS 4.1% 18.7% 3.2% 14.7%

Table 3: Word error rate (Wd Er) and string error rate (St Er)
for an unknown-length AFCC based connected-digit recogni-
tion task using the conventional MLE and MSE training meth-
ods as a function of noise compensation type.

run to evaluate the Mandarin connected-digit recognizer using
three types of acoustic features (LPCC, MFCC and AFCC) and
three types of noise compensation methods (HSBR, CMS and
2LCMS). Tables 2 and 3 illustrate four important results. First,
under all conditions, the MSE training is superior to the MLE
training and achieves an average of 25-40% string and word er-
ror rate reduction across all types of speech models. Second,
the MLE trained MFCC model is better than the MSE trained
LPCC model and the MLE trained AFCC model is better than
the MSE trained MFCC model. Thirdly, MFCC performs con-
siderably better than LPCC (an improvement of almost 25string
error rate reduction). Finally, The MSE trained AFCC yields
about 42% (drops from 27.3% to 15.9%) and 22% (decreases
from 20.3% to 15.9%) of string error rate reductions in compar-
ison with LPCC and MFCC systems. Clearly, the 2LCMS with
AFCC yielded an additional string error rate reduction of 24%,
13%, and 8% when compared to that of the baseline (without
any noise compensation), HSBR, and CMS systems.

6. Conclusions
In this study, our focus is on acoustic features and noise com-
pensation for the purpose of improving the recognition perfor-

mance in adverse ambient conditions. Three different features
based on human voice production, perception and auditory sys-
tems for the analysis of speech are described and examined
for Mandarin speech recognition. The convergence property of
the MSE training is shown to be more effective for the AFCC
than the LPCC and MFCC features, and test results also sup-
ports the superiority of AFCC front-end feature. Further, we
explored various noise compensation techniques such as CMS,
2LCMS and HSBR. The greatest word and string accuracies
with unknown-length decoding have been obtained when AFCC
is used in conjunction with 2LCMS and with MSE trained mod-
els (about 96.8% and 85.3%).
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